
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

SUNRISE introduces Fully Automatic Angle System

Belcamp, Maryland - March 6, 2017 - Trilogy Machinery, Inc., the exclusive United States Distributor for SUNRISE 
products, is pleased to introduce the new SUNRISE ALS fully automatic angle processing system.

The SUNRISE ALS is a complete plate processing system capable of both punching and shearing simultaneously. The 
fully enclosed system is driven by a powerful rack and pinion in-feed capable of handling up to 40’ lengths of material at 
speeds up to 40’ per minute. Standard features include pneumatic clamping, hydraulic plate hold-down, hydraulic stripper, 
touch-screen control and dual-punches.

The ALS allows hands free operation for the complete processing of angle up to 6” x 6” x 1/2”. The Dual Y-axis features a 
specially designed hydraulic punch driven on high speed linear rails allowing the operator to punch across the entire width 
of angle. Pneumatic material guides, hydraulic punch strippers and quick-change tooling are standard.

Optional tooling allows quick change over to process flat bar from 2” to 6” widths and up to 1/2” thickness as well as add a 
stamp/marking unit, all CNC controlled

The operation and programming are CNC controlled using a touch-screen control featuring operator friendly programming 
with nesting capability. The operator simply positions the material on in-feed table, initiates the pneumatic clamping and 
the machine processes, punches and shears the material automatically.

Trilogy Machinery will offer 100% factory authorized service and support as well as a full stock of spare parts and 
accessories at their north Baltimore, Maryland location. The sales force and fully staffed service and support department 
are all dedicated to providing the best customer service available.

Trilogy Machinery is the Exclusive North American Distributor for SWEBEND Plate and Angle Bending Rolls, WARCOM 
Press Brakes and LEMAS Plate Bending rolls and United States distributor for AKYAPAK Bending rolls.

Trilogy will feature its full line of metal fabricating machinery at the upcoming NASCC show in San Antonio, Texas in 
March and the fall shows in addition to a full display in their 5,000 ft.² Showroom.

Additional information on SUNRISE Ironworkers can be found on the SUNRISE website, www.sunriseiw.com.tw and the 
Trilogy Machinery website, www.trilogymachinery.com.
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